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Journalist John O’Sullivan warned that the massive

PCR testing campaign could be a WHO vaccination

program in disguise. He was referring to a new

technology developed at Johns Hopkins University

that developed tiny, star-shaped micro-devices

called ‘Theragrippers’ that attach to the intestinal

mucosa and can deliver drugs into the body. The

devices are made of metal and a thin film that

changes shape and are as small as a dust particle.

According to Johns Hopkins University,

Theragrippers are administered with a cotton

swab, similar to PCR tests. In October 2020, a Johns

Hopkins University research team published

positive results from an animal study confirming

that the new technology works flawlessly.

In January 2019, the WHO defined the growing number

of vaccination critics as one of the top ten threats to

global health, and since the unprecedented Corona

vaccination fiasco, the number of vaccination refusers

has truly multiplied.

Meanwhile, resistance is forming even within the

orthodox medical establishment. But the masterminds
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of the WHO continue to insist on an unrealistic

vaccination coverage rate of at least 70 percent.

In this article, Jan Walter describes, with extensive

source citations, which techniques are possible to still

vaccinate the population, when people are becoming

increasingly critical of vaccinations. This is only fueled

by the continuing pressure for mass “vaccination”

against a non-lethal disease for 99.8% of people, with a

new type of “vaccine” that is actually gene therapy by

means of mRNA. It seems like science fiction and is

chilling, but the metohodes and techniques are

available. There question is how far do we let it get?

Vaccinations increasingly scrutinized and the chilling

alternative

In January 2019, WHO [1] defined the growing number

of vaccine critics as one of the ten greatest threats to

global health, and since the unprecedented corona

vaccination fiasco [2], the number of vaccine refusers

has really multiplied. Meanwhile, resistance is

emerging even within the conventional medical

community. But the masterminds at WHO continue to

insist on an unrealistic vaccination rate of at least 70

percent.

Now several experts and former mainstream

journalists like John O’Sullivan are warning that the

massive PCR testing campaign could be a WHO

vaccination program in disguise. (see Principia

Scientific) [3] O’Sullivan is referring to a new technology

developed at Johns Hopkins University that is supposed
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 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY SWAB

THERAGRIPPERS

to make it possible to carry out covert vaccinations

through a PCR test. (See Johns Hopkins Universitiy) [4]

Inspired by a parasitic worm that digs its sharp teeth

into the intestines of its host, Johns Hopkins researchers

have developed tiny, star-shaped micro-devices that

attach to the intestinal mucosa and can deliver drugs

into the body.

These tiny devices, known as “Theragrippers,” are

made of metal and a thin film that changes shape. They

are covered with heat-sensitive kerosene wax and each

no larger than a dust particle. 

When the kerosene coating on the Theragripper

reaches body temperature, the devices close

autonomously and clamp onto the wall of the colon.

Because of the sealing action, the tiny, six-pointed

devices burrow into the mucosa and attach to the colon,

where they are held and gradually release their drug

load to the body. Eventually, the Theragripper lose their

grip on the tissue and are removed from the colon

through normal gastrointestinal muscle function.

Note: According to Johns Hopkins University,

Theragrippers are actually administered with a cotton

swab. (see Figure 2)

Read full article here…
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your fellow authors and help build a collection of future classics.
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Helen   14 days ago

Liars and Thieves, No Honesty – Its all about the

money and how many men, women and children

they can control or kill. May God help us again

these people controlled by evilness and satan.

18  Reply

Clay Robertson   14 days ago

Yet ANOTHER ‘conspiracy theory’ proven correct.

Again.

Will you people ever wake up???

18  Reply

SS-The Independent   14 days ago
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Gee, what a surprise…NOT ! I was skeptical from

the moment I saw first image of the sh.t, I mean

stick, inserted in somebody’s nostrils…And I

remembered the pictures from the tombs of the

ancient Egyptians…the punishment of the slaves.

More than that, as a Romanian redneck/hillbilly (

an educated one, with over 17 years of school and

15-20 hundreds books readen in two languages ), I

remember some procedures of the veterinary

technician/doctor performed on the farm’s cattle. A

coincidence, right ?!…Sure, keep dreaming:-)

9  Reply

Pablozz   14 days ago

A pillar of medical treatment is consent. I dont see

any there. WHO naked for all to see

11  Reply

S Cassell   14 days ago

We should have stayed away from WHO as

President Trump had us and turned CDC into the

prison they needed to be and stop funding FDA

4  Reply

Daniel   14 days ago

Had to get a test to go to dialysis. My life hung in the

balance. This is disgusting. When my diet slips, I

notice clotting. I don’t know if it’s related.

6  Reply

Fi Diane   13 days ago

Luckily I never had any intention of complying. I

have investigated the parasitic “overlords” for

decades. Followed their histories and have very

strong intuition. Not much surprises me but the

way their minds work does shock me. So

iunhuman/inhumane
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7  Reply

Questionit21   13 days ago

It’s why I watch Stew Peters on Rumble and when

you hear what Karen Kingston says and the

evidence Karen provides its time to take notice.

Karen provides proof of a study being undertaken

to see how 5G Radiation helps the Covid 19

Experimental Gene Therapy Bioweapon works and

it was never about your health.

5  Reply

IamYouAreMe   8 days ago

  Reply to  

Stew Peters is controlled opposition disinfo. If

people realize the Holocaust is a fraud, the

banking cartel and their masonic minions will

have real problems. AND UNTIL the people

realize the frauds, NOTHING, ABSOLUTELY

NOTHING will change for the better. 

Harry Vox of Unsafe_Space on Bitchute telling

it like it truly is>>>>>>> 

We Will Lose All Struggles – unless we have

the courage to confront our enemy 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/bMcHvLSjdx9

S/

4  Reply

IMHO   12 days ago

In the fear mongering movie Contagion, they used a

nasal vaccine.

That movie is what this scamdemic is based on, all

the way to it originating in bats in China, lock

downs, internet “conspiracy” theories, etcetera.

3  Reply

Mateo   12 days ago

Nasal swab is NOT a Colon swab.

Questionit21
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0  Reply

Wayne   12 days ago

How do I protect myself against this? My employer

is making me test weekly as a condition of my

vaccine exemption despite the fact that I have

already had covid.

3  Reply

Al   7 days ago

  Reply to  

Wayne, try this when you enter for your test.

Tell the nurse/med staff that you have a fear of

anything being placed up or near your nose

because you got stung when you were young

(say two or three) and you have a fear of

anyone putting anything up or near your nose.

Ask them politely to put that stick (well, it

would be nice to tell them to shove it where

the sun doesn’t shine!) somewhere around the

very lower parts of your nose or in your

mouth. Straight afterwards try blowing your

nose and rinse your mouth. That… Read more

»

0  Reply

do nothings   12 days ago

And no one will do anything about it, you stupid

slaves. hahahaha

-1  Reply

Robert   12 days ago

I was required to have a covid test in order to enter

the hospital about 14 months ago. I said i didn’t

have ANY symptoms and didn’t need to be tested

but they wouldn’t let me into the hospital for

scheduled surgery without it. I was suspicious right

away — first they stuck the swab too far into my

nose and also pushed on it too hard. The next day

Wayne
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my ankles began to swell. I was sure they had

somehow given me something but couldn’t prove it.

Since then I have been taking heavy doses of

vitamin D. I… Read more »

5  Reply

Dave   12 days ago

Good grief! After seeing the tyranny unfolding in

Australia NZ, Austria and Canada, I’m thankful our

founders for writing that 2A in our Bill of Rights! 

Who knows how bad it would be here with these

‘effing control freak Dems running DC after their

stolen election if we weren’t so heavily armed?

3  Reply

adam anderson   10 days ago

Over My Dead body what I ever get vaccinated with

his experimental drug, all you people out there who

are getting vaccinated are crazy to trust this evil

world we live in they’re using us for experiments

it’s all about population control! All these big wigs

and doctors urging everyone to get vaccinated

haven’t even got vaccinated themselves! And I

assure you that the president faked his vaccine on

national television! There is still people dying out

there from coronavirus even after vaccination ! I

vaccinate myself the natural way plenty of exercise!

I keep my immune system strong! For… Read more

»

1  Reply

adam anderson   10 days ago

It takes about 10 years to come up with vaccines for

other sicknesses and yet people are trusting a

vaccine that they just come up with in one year?

Are you kidding me? And now parents are giving it

to their children 6 months on up 5-year-olds etc are

you people crazy??
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3  Reply

Anthony Aaron   8 days ago

  Reply to  

Very early on someone posted – and verified –

that Moderna had actually made a patent

application for its mRNA jab BEFORE the WHO

ever declared this ‘pan(dem)ic’ …

How do you suppose that happened?

Whitney Webb did some interesting articles

about Moderna … how, up until this Fauci flu

event, Moderna was on the verge of

bankruptcy — and somehow they’ve managed

to make billion$ off of their jab and avoid

their collapse.

Big surprise …

https://unlimitedhangout.com/2021/10/investig

ative-reports/covid-19-moderna-gets-its-

miracle/

1  Reply

MrLiberty   8 days ago

Engaging in this without informed consent of the

victim is clearly a violation of the Nuremburg

Convention and should be punishable by death for

all involved.

3  Reply

Anthony Aaron   8 days ago

  Reply to  

An oddity of the English language is that

seemingly opposite expressions can mean the

same thing … as in ‘fat chance’ and ‘slim

chance’ …

These folks are, quite literally, above the

law … there is no one to bring the down

unless and until there is another American

Revolution — across the entire 1st World …

adam anderson

MrLiberty
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1  Reply

Nate S   8 days ago

Just PCR? What about antigen.

0  Reply

Anthony Aaron   8 days ago

Diabolical … Johns Hopkins has been involved with

all sorts of acts against humanity … Event 201 and

all of its affiliations with the BMGF …

1  Reply

Deonne   7 days ago

The former testing swab had Formaldyhide which

damages brain cells. 

And yes I have seen how these things change & live

as they get damp in the nostril.

0  Reply

Erin Donn   7 days ago

I’m really worried reading this. I had 3 surgeries

during Covid, all very important, 1 of them was an

absolute emergency. I was so mad about them

requiring the swabbing all 3 times.

What now? I have done everything I can to avoid

the Vax. I take Hydroxychloriquine everyday for

Sjogren’s. Is there a way to find out what these did

to me?!

1  Reply

KEIANGSCHT   4 days ago

time to DISable the corporations WHO(+) run this

world! Please consider ALL your purchases,

investments, etc! KNOW who you’re supporting! Its

the ONLY way to strike back! WE MUST STOP

FUNDING THEM!

0
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0  Reply
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